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ABSTRACT

ANINDYAPUTRI, IRENE. Ideologies Revealed through Euphemistic
Expressions in Bashar al-Assad’s July 16th 2014 Inauguration English Speech
Transcript. Yogyakarta: English Letters Department, Faculty of Letters, Universitas
Sanata Dharma, 2015.
Euphemism, a figure of speech used in order to avoid blatant or offensive
expressions, is very useful in diplomatic speeches delivered by important political
figures of nations. By using euphemistic expressions, politicians can convey what
they want the people to believe yet simultaneously hide what they want the people
not to know since speeches delivered by politicians are embedded with the ideologies
that they uphold. This study is conducted to examine the ideologies behind one of the
most powerful diplomatic speeches, Bashar al-Assad’s July 16th 2014 inauguration
English speech transcript by focusing on the use of euphemistic expressions within
the speech transcript.
There are two problems put under scrutiny in this study. The first one is the
semantic properties missing from the euphemistic expressions in Assad’s speech. In
this first problem it will be shown that there are meanings hidden beyond those
euphemistic expressions. The second one is the ideologies revealed by the use of
euphemistic expressions in his speech transcript.
This study is conducted with an empirical method with data taken from the
whole speech transcript. For the analysis, this study employs a lexical semantics
approach with a componential analysis strategy to compare the semantic properties in
a particular euphemistic expression and other expressions closely related to it. To
reveal Assad’s ideologies in the English speech transcript, a critical discourse
analysis is applied in order to examine the meaning beyond the euphemistic
expressions.
There are two findings from this study. The first one is Assad mostly uses
euphemistic expressions when describing his opponents, both the internal and
external ones. It is seen that these expressions actually hide something. The second is
the ideologies revealed from the euphemistic expressions. They are national strength
and autonomy. It is concluded from this study how a linguistic device, euphemism in
particular, contributes to ideologies being revealed from a diplomatic discourse.
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ABSTRAK

ANINDYAPUTRI, IRENE. Ideologies Revealed through Euphemistic
Expressions in Bashar al-Assad’s July 16th 2014 Inauguration English Speech
Transcript. Yogyakarta: Program Studi Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas
Sanata Dharma, 2015.
Eufemisme adalah kiasan yang digunakan untuk menghindari ungkapanungkapan kasar atau terus terang. Eufemisme banyak ditemukan dalam pidato-pidato
diplomatis yang disampaikan oleh tokoh-tokoh politik di seluruh dunia. Dengan
menggunakan ungkapan eufemistis, politisi bisa menyampaikan apa yang harus
masyarakat percayai sekaligus menyembunyikan apa yang ingin ia tutup-tutupi dari
masyarakat. Hal ini mungkin dilakukan karena pidato yang disampaikan para politisi
mengandung ideologi-ideologi yang mereka junjung. Penelitian ini dilaksanakan
untuk mempelajari ideologi dibalik salah satu pidato diplomatis yang paling
berpengaruh, yaitu pidato inagurasi presiden Suriah, Bashar al-Assad, pada 16 Juli
2014 dengan penggunaan ungkapan-ungkapan eufemistis sebagai fokusnya.
Dalam penelitian ini, terdapat dua rumusan masalah yang dibedah. Rumusan
masalah pertama adalah komponen semantik yang tidak terkandung dalam ungkapanungkapan eufemistis dalam pidato Assad. Rumusan masalah kedua adalah ideologiideologi yang terungkap dari penggunaan ungkapan eufemistis dalam pidato Assad.
Penelitian ini dilaksanakan dengan metode studi kepustakaan. Data dalam
penelitian ini diperoleh dengan metode populasi. Dalam analisisnya, penelitian ini
menggunakan pendekatan semantik leksikal dengan starategi analisis komponensial
untuk membandingkan komponen-komponen semantik dalam ungkapan eufemistis
tertentu dengan ungkapan lainnya yang maknanya terkait. Untuk mengungkap
ideologi-ideologi Assad dalam pidatonya, penelitian ini menerapkan analisis wacana
kritis sebagai sarana untuk menelaah makna dibalik penggunaan eufemisme.
Hasil penelitian ini membuktikan dua hal. Yang pertama adalah Assad paling
banyak menggunakan eufemisme saat ia membicarakan lawan-lawannya, baik
lawannya dalam negeri maupun lawannya di luar negeri. Ungkapan-ungkapan
eufemistis yang ia gunakan menyembunyikan makna-makna tertentu. Hasil temuan
yang kedua adalah ideologi-ideologi yang terungkap dari ungkapan-ungkapan
eufemistis dalam pidato Assad. Ideologi-ideologi tersebut adalah kekuatan nasional
dan otonomi. Dapat disimpulkan dari penelitian ini bahwa eufemisme dapat
menyibak ideologi tertentu yang terkandung dalam sebuah wacana diplomatis.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
In a world where nations are interconnected to each other, diplomacy becomes
its most essential element of the international affairs. Diplomacy is inseparable from
language. Language itself serves as a means of communication. Thus, language has
become a key to an effective diplomacy. Since diplomacy is the art and practice of
maintaining relationship between a country and the others, diplomats or government
officials engaged in the diplomatic process have to turn their linguistic skills to very
good account in order to avoid disputes and/ or misunderstanding.
One way to scrutiny linguistic aspects for diplomatic purpose is by conducting
a critical discourse analysis. Fairclough suggested that “language use is socially
determined” (Fairclough, 1989: 21). This shall mean that any language product is
constructed by its social dispositions. It is in this regard that discourse is developed as
a concept in which language is perceived as a social practice which is determined by
particular social frameworks (Fairclough, 1989: 17). In other words, to comprehend a
discourse, one must assess the social aspects which contribute to its formation and
presentation – those being the producers and audiences of a discourse, and also the
purpose of that discourse being produced (Fairclough, 1989: 25). Therefore,
scrutinizing a diplomatic discourse would be engrossing since it is very precise in
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nature: who produces and receives the particular discourse, what goal or purpose is
intended, how the producers produce meanings within that discourse, and how the
audiences interpret those meanings.
Discourses in the international diplomatic sphere serve as a platform to reveal
intentions, ideologies, and interests of nations when political figures are
communicating with both their own citizens and other countries. It is important to
reveal such ideology since in this globalized and interconnected era – with ASEAN
Economic Community being underway or the bloodshed in the Arabian Peninsula
and African nations – one country’s interest clashes or influences the other countries’
interests. The interests of the nations are results of how nations exert their ideologies.
Thus, it is urgent to observe and study discourses produced by diplomats or
government officials of a nation.
This study focuses on an inauguration speech transcript of Syrian current
elected president, Bashar al-Assad, at his sworn-in ceremony on July 16th 2014. As
Syrian president, who is at war with a fraction of his own people revolting against
him and a subject of international condemnation for human rights violation and war
crimes allegations since 2011, he is standing on a delicate ground, both within his
own national territory and the international one. Thus, all of his diplomatic strategies
should be carefully and thoroughly exercised – including his speech transcript at his
sworn-in ceremony – when all the world’s eyes were fixed on him and his words.
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Bashar al-Assad’s carefully chosen words are produced with specific
ideologies beyond what is said in the transcript. Because “a text’s choice of wordings
depends on, and help create, social relationship between participants” (Fairclough,
1989: 116), Assad wants to create an impression of how strong and united Syria is in
order to ensure a strong relationship with his loyal followers and the Syrians who are
in favor of his regime. Thus, in his speech, he euphemistically describes and portrays
his oppositions and the situation Syrian people is in. To describe something
euphemistically means to avoid offensive or blatant expressions and use a mild or
indirect expression instead, often to “hide the real nature of something unpleasant”
(Ridout and Clarke, 1970: 124). Euphemistic expressions in this speech will be
scrutinized within a critical discourse analysis framework – that is, by studying the
relational values of words with a lexical semantics approach and linking it to the
sociopolitical circumstances of the discourse production.

B. Problem Formulation
In order to guide the subject under discussion, the problems in this study are
formulated as follows:
1. What are the semantic properties missing from the euphemistic expressions in
Bashar al-Assad’s July 16th 2014 inauguration English speech transcript?
2. What are the ideologies revealed in Bashar al-Assad’s speech?
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C. Objective of the Study
This study is conducted in order to answer two problems arising in Bashar alAssad’s July 16th 2014 inauguration English speech transcript. The first objective is
to observe Bashar al-Assad’s use of euphemistic expressions in his transcript. The
analysis aims to see are the semantic properties missing from the euphemistic
expressions. The second objective is to critically examine Assad’s ideologies which
are revealed in the speech transcript through the semantic properties which are
missing from the euphemistic expressions used by Bashar al-Assad in his speech.
Therefore, this study tries to establish a link between the linguistic device used by the
Syrian president to his ideologies.

D. Definition of Terms
A euphemistic expression is defined as a figure of speech which is used in
order to hide the real nature of something unpleasant, or use a mild and indirect term
(Ridout and Clarke, 1970: 124). It is also described as a mild, agreeable, or
roundabout words used in coarse, painful, or offensive circumstances (Rawson, 1981:
1). Thus, euphemistic expressions are best used when a speaker or a producer of a
discourse is avoiding to reveal the negative value contained within some words which
are considered blatant or offensive to some or most of the target audiences of the
discourse. A euphemistic expression does not necessarily contradict the truth. It
merely conceals it. Therefore, a euphemistic expression is usually vague and subtle in
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terms of meaning. It is not uncommon, thus, to find euphemistic expressions in
discourses of both diplomatic and political atmosphere.
Relational value of words in lexical semantics is understood in a way that
“no word can be defined in isolation from other words” (Barry, 2002: 42). To define
what a word means, one has to relate that particular word “with other ‘adjoining’
words” (Barry, 2002: 42). Emphasized by critical discourse analysis’s theory that
“language is a social practice” (Fairclough, 1989: 22), words are “likely to have such
relational values simultaneously with other values” (Fairclough, 1989: 116) since
choosing a particular word over its other correlating words when communicating is a
form of social activities. When an addressor chooses a particular word and not the
other when speaking to an addressee it means that there is a certain value or ideology
carried within the meaning of that word. If he uses a different word, no matter how
related those words are, the value and ideology conveyed will also be different and
thus his purpose to socially communicate with others will not be met.
Componential analysis of meaning is a strategy to reveal the meanings of a
word or expression by laying out semantic properties or diagnostic components
within it. Semantic properties itself is defined as “units that underlie our intuitions
about literal meaning and are associated with the grammatical structure of a
language” (Frawley, 1992: 12). These semantic properties function as distinctive
features between each and every word. They identify the similarities and contrasts of
words. Eugene Nida argues that “words have meaning only in terms of systematic
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contrasts with other words which share certain features with them but contrast with
them in respect to other features” (Nida, 1975: 32). This is also supported by
Kempson as he states that “the meaning of words are analyzed not as unitary concept
but as complexes made up of components of meaning which are themselves semantic
primitives” (Kempson, 1989: 18). It means that each and every word has a relation
with other words. Therefore, it is impossible for a word to be completely isolated
from other words. Thus, in order to understand what a word truly means and to
distinct a word from another, the word itself has to be scrutinized since every word
features various meanings or values.
In critical discourse analysis framework, discourse is to be taken in as
language in use as a form of social practices. Therefore, it is socially determined
(Fairclough, 1989: 20-21). It needs to be clarified that discourse and text are not
essentially the same thing. The key difference between discourse and text is that a
text is a “product rather than process” (Fairclough, 1989: 24) whereas discourse itself
refers to the process of how the text is constructed. To put in the simplest words, the
distinction between discourse and text lies on their focal points. While discourse is
focusing upon the social background and purpose of the whole process of text
production, a text focuses on the actual form, structure, and linguistic features which
it presents. It should be noted that text does not have to always be in form of a written
document. “A text may be either written or spoken discourse” (Fairclough, 1995: 4)
which means that spoken language is also considered as a text. It is such because
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spoken language incorporates words and phrases within – which together form a text.
Transcriptions, thus, is a text since it is the exact written copy of a spoken discourse.
According to Fairclough, ideology should be seen as an “implicit philosophy
in the practical activities in social life” (Fairclough, 1989: 84). Similarly, J. B.
Thompson in Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis defines ideology as “social
forms and process within which, and by means of which, symbolic forms circulate in
the social world” (Wodak and Meyer, 2001: 10). Both of these two definitions of
ideology mention that ideology is “implicit” and “symbolic”. It is apparent, then, that
ideology works behind social practices. It is impossible for an ideology to present
itself. Ideology needs to be represented through social practices and actions in order
for it to manifest itself. This very nature of ideology is also put forth by Fairclough
as he believes that “ideology is most effective when its workings are least visible”
(Fairclough, 1989: 85). Meaning to say that the more hidden the ideology is, the
stronger it is. One of the social practices in which ideology represents itself is
language use. The central discussion of this study is how text – as a language in use –
carries particular ideologies which are revealed through linguistic features.
Critical discourse analysis – often abbreviated as CDA – is an
interdisciplinary approach of texts or discourses, both in speech and writing, which
regards “language as a social practice determined by social structures” (Fairclough,
1989: 17). Therefore, as a communicative product of language, the discourses are “a
socially conditioned process” (Fairclough, 1989: 22) which are subjects to criticism.
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In other words, critical discourse analysis focuses on linguistic features to scrutiny
discourses which are produced within a particular social context. As a critical
analysis, CDA aims to disclose what is served beyond every discourse, namely
ideology.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. Review of Related Studies
Euphemism is mostly used as a strategy in diplomatic and political framework
as well as in news reporting by the media. It is considered to be one of the most
effective instruments to convey certain images to the public. It hides values which are
thought to be disturbing, offensive, or blunt. Thus, it is only fitting that euphemism is
examined within this framework.
A study on euphemism was conducted by Marina Ryabova in 2013 entitled
“Euphemisms and Media Framing”. Ryabova examines euphemisms applied on
media discourses concerning politics and world diplomacy. She argues that
euphemism has become a tool to establish an ideological framing (Ryabova, 2013:
36). One of the examples of her analysis is a news article on Washington Post. That
particular article discusses the task of the Bush Administration, which is to produce
“positive stories about war” in Iraq. Ryabova contends that such phrase is a
euphemism for propaganda (Ryabova, 2013: 40). The newspaper does so because it
has the power to influence the audiences’ attitude towards the issue. It frames the
story by applying euphemism since it expects the audiences to support a particular
cause, which in this case happens to be the war fought by the Bush Administration.
Media framing itself, as noted in Ryabova’s study, is an “organization of information,

9
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and the thematizing accounts of events and issues” (Ryabova, 2013: 35). Media
framing is done intentionally and is motivated by ideology, attitudes, professional
norms, stereotypes, morality, gender concepts and the likes. These motivations will
be “reflected in the way journalists frame news coverage” (Ryabova, 2013: 34). From
the example mentioned before, Ryabova believes that the Washington Post does
support the Iraq war which is an agenda of the Bush Administration. The war in Iraq
was endorsed by the Bush Administration in order to encourage the nation’s
involvement and interests in international affairs. This is part of the cabinet’s
execution in regards to their Neoconservatism ideology. That being said, the war in
Iraq itself is such a sensitive and controversial issue which not everyone in the
country approves of. Therefore, the Washington Post which is in line with the
cabinet’s ideology organizes the news’ information and covers it in a positive theme
which is reflected in the way the journalists employ euphemism.
Ryabova’s study contributes to this study by providing evidence that a
discourse is indeed rich in ideologies. It is shown by her analysis of media framing in
which mass media are equipped with their own ideologies. Thus, when they are
covering and reporting news they will try to shape their audiences’ attitude with the
ideologies they carry. Another contribution of Ryabova’s study is her analysis of
euphemism. It serves as a basis to prove this study’s initial assumption that
euphemism is a method to convey ideologies. The first difference between the two
studies lies on the process of analysis. Ryabova’s study focuses on how media
organizes information and reality for the audiences. It approaches euphemism by
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analyzing how the audiences respond to and adopt certain attitudes towards the issue.
It means that Ryabova’s study relies on psychological factor of the audiences. This
study, on the other hand, approaches euphemism by applying a componential analysis
in its process. It relies not on the audiences’ psychological state but on the linguistic
aspects of meaning. The second difference of Ryabova’s study and this study is the
discourses examined. Ryabova’s study scrutinizes media discourse while this study s
political discourse. In her study, Ryabova focuses on a news article as her object of
study. This study, on the other hand, focuses on a political speech transcript.
In 2008 Veronika Dwi Aristiya conducted a research of inappropriate noun
usage with a componential analysis. Her research is entitled “A Componential
Analysis on Synonymous Nouns Used by the Third Semester Students of English
Language Education Study Program”. Aristiya observes nouns which frequently
occur in written works of third semester students of English Language Study
Program. It is found that some nouns are used inappropriately within particular
contexts. One of the examples of Aristiya’s finding is the sentence “I admire him very
much because he has three great attitudes: hard worker, nice, generous.” Aristiya
argues that the word attitude in that sentence is inappropriate and thus should be
replaced with character (Aristiya, 2008: 24). Another example is the sentence “Then
they let free the bird like in the appointment.” Aristiya believes that the word
appointment in that sentence should be replaced with agreement instead (Aristiya,
2008: 25). In her analysis of those inappropriate nouns and their appropriate ones, she
employs a componential analysis strategy. She compares the nouns used by the
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students with other words which are synonymous or closely related in terms of
meaning. She lays out some semantic properties of the nouns and finds which
properties are shared by the synonymous nouns and which are not. Then she matches
the nouns with the sentences used by the students to check whether or not they are
appropriate to be put in the context of those sentences. She replaces those
inappropriate nouns with the nouns she believes to be most appropriate by analyzing
which semantic properties are needed by the sentences in order for the whole
sentences to make sense.
Aristiya’s research is helpful in this study because this study also employs a
componential analysis. Her strategy is used as a guideline to conduct the analysis of
euphemistic expressions and what they truly mean. However, Aristiya’s research
stops only in identifying the problematic nouns and replacing them. This study goes
further by criticizing the speaker’s intention of choosing certain expression instead of
the others. Not only does this study compare a word with the others within same
semantic domains like Aristiya’s research does, it also reveals ideologies carried
within certain semantic properties. Therefore this study does not work on
componential analysis in isolation but in relation to euphemism and critical discourse
analysis.
A critical discourse analysis is often used to examine political speeches of
important figures, how they carry the speaker’s ideology within. This is due to the
notion that the “exercise of power is achieved through ideology and more particularly
through the ideological workings of language” (Fairclough, 1989: 2). Therefore, there
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are two studies which are closely related to this paper’s discussion. The two studies
are focused in the discourses of important political figures – they are Hosni Mubarak,
Muammar Gaddafi, and Barrack Obama – and how those discourses convey certain
ideologies.
The first study was conducted by Arina Isti’anah in 2012 in her paper entitled
“Ideologies in Hosni Mubarak’s and Muammar Gaddafi’s Translated Speeches: A
Critical Discourse Analysis”. Isti’anah argues that “the speeches given by Mubarak
and Gaddafi employ some ideas of the past, current, and future events” (Isti’anah,
2012: 45) therefore it contributes to their effort to “show the ideologies in their
speeches” (Isti’anah, 2012: 45). She proves that the ideologies conveyed from
Mubarak’s speech are sacrifice, optimism, and appreciation while the ideologies in
Qaddafi’s speech are provocation, volunteer, and pride. According to her study,
language functions as a channel of expressing ideologies. She manages to evince that
one of the ways of language to express those ideologies – namely sacrifice, optimism,
and pride – is by examining the metafunction aspects of language to show that “the
choice of certain processes, participants, circumstances, modals, tenses, or topics
creates the distinct ideology” (Isti’anah, 2012: 144). Moreover when the addressor is
an important figure with an important role in a society, he will use language to
“exercise power and reveal his ideology” (Isti’anah, 2012: 144). In her discussion,
Isti’anah employs the theory of Systemic Functional Grammar proposed by Halliday
in order to scrutiny the metafunctions of language shown in the clauses within the
speeches. She argues that there are three functions of language, which are ideational
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function (field), interpersonal function (tenor), and textual function (mode). An
example of a transitive clause analyzed by Isti’anah is found Hosni Mubarak’s
speech: “I sacrificed to the nation” which affirms “his role as a figure who was loyal
to Egypt” (Isti’anah, 2012: 71). It is so because by using a method of transitivity
analysis, the Actor-Goal participants are found. The word I in the said transitive
clause has a thematic role of an Actor who does the Action of “sacrifice” and it is
even extended to the Goal, which is “to the nation”. The clause shows that there is a
clear relation between the Actor and the Goal. Hence it affirms the ideational function
of language to create the impression of loyalty which is shown by the Actor of the
clause, which is Mubarak himself, has an Action, which is sacrifice, for the sake of
his Goal, which is the nation. That specific transitive clause and its analysis will,
then, contribute to the conclusion of the ideologies in Hosni Mubarak’s speech.
Similar to Isti’anah’s interest, this study also examines a political speech
delivered by a president of a country in the Middle East suffering from a political
turmoil. Just like Hosni Mubarak who used to be the leader of Egypt and Muammar
Gaddafi who used to be Libyan president – both countries were in civil wars with the
revolutionary groups – Bashar al-Assad is a president of a country which is in a civil
war with its revolutionary group. Only he is a president of Syria, not Egypt nor Libya.
Therefore, this study also employs CDA to reveal ideologies presented in the speech
transcript. This study examines the relationships between language, politics, and
ideology in the way that Isti’anah’s study does. However, in comparison to the
method of revealing the ideologies within the speeches, the two studies differ
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significantly. Instead of analyzing clauses using a metafunction study of language as
seen in Isti’anah’s study, this study examines a different linguistic feature. This study
concerns on the specific choice of words within the speech transcript, how it contains
euphemistic expressions and how the use of euphemistic expressions forms certain
ideologies in it. A lexical-semantic study will be employed to prove the concerns of
this study.
The second study was conducted in 2009 by Juraj Horvath in his paper
Critical Discourse Analysis of Obama’s Political Discourse. Similar to Isti’anah’s
study, his paper aims to prove how a speech, when given by a person of power, is
always political and thus it must carry certain ideologies that the speaker wishes to
convey. Using the three stages of CDA as proposed by Norman Fairclough, his study
focuses on a certain linguistic feature, that is, frequently used words and
connotations. Horvath examines keyword density by identifying the words and
phrases which are mostly used within Obama’s speech. From his study findings,
Horvath manages to reveal a deliberate intention to use certain words, phrases, or
connotations repeatedly. As an example of his analysis, it is found that Obama uses
the word we for 62 times in his throughout speech which is consisting of 2403 words
and this word is significant to show how Obama wants to convey the spirit or
ideology of inclusiveness to his audience, which is the people of the United States of
America (Horvath, 2009: 53).
This study takes a similar approach to conduct CDA on a political speech with
Horvath’s study. Also, both studies try to see the use of certain words and phrases
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(expressions) and how it contributes to the whole meaning and ideologies within the
speeches. Therefore, Horvath’s study will be used as a guideline to prove how the use
of particular expressions can be seen as a method to reveal meaning and ideology.
The difference lies on the analysis of the expressions.

Rather than identifying

repeated expressions, this study will focus on expressions which conceal certain truth
by replacing it with euphemistic expressions, regardless of how much the expression
occurs throughout the speech.

B. Review of Related Theories
Euphemism is a figure of speech used in order to hide something unpleasant,
offensive, or straightforward (Ridout and Clarke, 1970: 124). According to Keith
Allan and Kate Burridge in Euphemisms and Dysphemisms: Language Used as
Shield and Weapon (1991: 95) there are three types of process in which euphemistic
expressions are formed. The first one is through words borrowing. In the English
language, French and Latin are the languages most preferred to replace the words
which are considered unpleasant or straightforward. An example of word borrowing
process is “au naturel”. It is borrowed from French and it means “naked” in English.
The second process is semantic changes. In this process, the words undergo changes
in terms of meaning. There might be addition or reduction to the original meaning of
a particular expression. An example of semantic changes process is “pass away”, a
euphemistic expression for “die”. The third process is called phonetic distortion. This
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process involves clippings or abbreviation. An example for phonetic distortion is
“BS”, an abbreviation for “bullshit”.
There are several reasons why people use euphemism. The first one is
superstitious and religious reasons. The use of euphemism is “motivated by fear”
(Allan and Burridge, 2006: 31) and subjects such as superstition and religion are
considered as something sacred or fearsome. Death was perceived as something
sacred and frightening because it might be a punishment from God for doing bad
deeds or a curse from the nature or ancestors. Therefore, when they have to, people
say it euphemistically such as “pass away”, “went”, or “rest in peace”. The second
reason is for courtesy and kindness purpose (Allan and Burridge, 2006: 29). Often,
euphemism is used in order to avoid embarrassment such as saying “going to the
ladies’ room” instead of “taking a piss”. This is done in order to be polite and kind.
The third reason is a manipulative purpose (Allan and Burridge, 2006: 100). It means
that euphemism works as a means of manipulating the truth or creating a certain
impression about a given thing or situation. Take Ronald Reagan’s statement, for
instance, when he talked about the invasion of Grenada. He stated that it was a
“rescue mission” instead of an invasion. Such euphemism was used deliberately in
order to hide the truth that such action against the Grenadians and Cubans was
aggressive. This study relies on the last reason for using euphemism, which is to
manipulate the truth.
George Orwell in his essay “Politics and the English Language” (1968: 136)
argued that “political speech and writing are largely the defense of the indefensible”.
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This means that political speech and writing function as a shield for the politicians
and their political agenda even though they are least likely to be able to protect
themselves against social scrutiny and criticism. Orwell further added that it is within
such sense that consequently “political language has to consist largely of euphemism”
(1968: 139). In other words, euphemism used in political or diplomatic speeches
allow politicians to advance their political agenda because it helps them to shield
themselves against dissent or criticism.
Lexical semantics studies the meaning of words, and the meaning
relationship among words, which means understanding the concept or meaning of a
certain word, phrase, or sentence, “depends on its relationship with other words,
phrases, and sentences” (Portner, 2005: 4). In Barry (2002: 42) Saussure also
proposed a way to define what a word means, which is by analyzing its relational
value to other words. Words are “likely to have such relational values simultaneously
with other values” (Fairclough, 1989: 116).
There are four types of relation between words with related meanings. They
are inclusion, overlapping, complementation, and contiguity (Nida, 1975: 15).
Inclusion means that some words are related to each other in a hierarchical manner.
Tiger, cat, mammal, and animal, for instance, are related to each other since “animal
includes mammal, mammal includes cat, and cat includes tiger” (Nida, 1975: 84). It
means that each word in this semantic domain is a part of a higher structure or
hierarchy. In overlapping, some words are basically synonymous to each other.
However, these words are not “substitutable one for the other in any and all contexts”
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(Nida, 1975: 17). Meaning to say words cannot simply be replaced by their synonyms
because each context requires different term. For example, in formal or academic
circumstances, people are expected to use obtain instead of get. Complementation
deals with words which “share features of meaning, but show certain marked contrast
and often opposite meanings” (Nida, 1975: 17). Opposite meanings, or antonyms,
share some semantic properties but contrasts in a particular property. One of the
examples is young/old. The word pair shares a semantic property, which is age.
However, they contrast in an important semantic property, which is the length of time
it has existed or lived. A semantic property of young is short. As the opposite, old’s
semantic property is long. There is another case of complementation known as
conversives. Its primary contrast is the role of participants (Nida, 1975: 109).
Lend/borrow, for example, shares the same semantic property which is transfer. What
distinguishes the two words is the semantic property of participant. Lend is done by
the one who transfers while borrow is done by the transferee. The last type of relation
is the focal point of this study, which is contiguity. In contiguity “each meaning is
distinctly set off from other related meanings by at least one important feature” (Nida,
1975: 18). It means that there are set of words which meanings are closely related and
are on the same hierarchy (in comparison to inclusion) without contrasting each other
(in comparison to complementary) yet they are not synonymous (in comparison to
overlapping). An example of this case is chair and bench. Those two share the same
semantic properties of being furniture, an artifact, and for sitting (Nida, 1975: 70).
After the meanings of those words are compared, the differences of their semantic
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properties begin to take form. The distinction between chair and bench is that chair is
designed for one person only while a bench is designed for more than one person.
Another distinction is their backs. Some chairs are designed with backs while
benches are designed both with and without backs. Thus, the semantic properties
which distinct them are the number of person it is designed for and the existence of
its backs. From this explaination it can be drawn into conclusion that in every set of
words which meanings are closely related to each other, there must be one or more
distinctive feature which distinguishes the meaning of a word to another.
Ideology is to be understood as an “implicit philosophy in the practical
activities in social life” (Fairclough, 1989: 84). It means that ideology serves as a
background of social conducts. It governs a person’s social behavior. This
understanding focuses on how ideology is an idea or belief system. However, the
understanding of ideology does not stop there. It is also to be understood as a
conscious dimension which is connected to “the process of sustaining asymmetrical
relations of power to maintaining domination…. by disguising, legitimating, or
distorting those relations” (Thompson, 1984: 4). This means ideology does not
merely govern social behavior but the social behavior itself can in fact govern
ideology. That being said, ideology is to be understood not only as influencing social
behavior because certain social behaviors can be done in order to shape ideology.
Therefore, the relation between ideology and social behavior are reciprocal. Ideology
is a set of both ideas and interests and it is interconnected to the people’s social
behaviors. It is within this framework of ideology that this study is based upon.
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A speech is one of the many examples of the products of a social conduct. A
speech engages the speaker and the audience and this is an influential social
interaction or conduct since it is “invested by ideology” (Fairclough, 1995: 73). There
are two scenarios in which ideology and speech are interconnected. First, a speaker
may deliver a speech which is rich with the ideology that s/he shares with the
audience. This way, it is easier to engage with the audience and have them believe in
what the speaker say because the speaker has built a common ground with the
audience. Thus, the speech is a manifestation of the ideology which both the speaker
and the audience share. Second, a speaker may also deliver a speech in order to
convince the audience about the ideology that s/he believes in but not yet embedded
within the audience as a common ground. In this event, the speaker tries to insert
certain values or ideologies through the social interaction between the speaker and the
audience. Thus, the ideology which consequently is embedded within the audience
becomes a manifestation of the speech. This study focuses on the latter scenario, in
which the relationship between the speech and Assad’s ideology is revealed through
scrutinizing Assad’s use of euphemistic expressions.
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a critical study of language in use.
Critical discourse analysts examine a discourse by combining:
(a) analysis of text, (b) analysis of processes of text production, consumption,
and distribution, and (c) sociocultural analysis of the discursive event (be it an
interview, a scientific paper, or a conversation) as a whole. (Fairclough, 1995: 2)
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Thus, CDA is the best approach to draw the relationship between language, politics,
and ideology in a speech transcript of an important political figure since it
encompasses essential elements of ideology construction and internalization.
CDA concerns on the discourse production, which is dealing with who
produces such discourse and how it is produced. CDA also concerns on the processes
of consumption and distribution, which refer to the range and profile of audience of
the discourse. All of this forms a certain political agenda of the producer to the
audience of a discursive event. Moreover, CDA takes into account the sociocultural
circumstances so that a discourse is not independent from its context.
Fairclough pointed out that in a discourse production “choice entails exclusion
as well as inclusion” (1995: 210). Thus, it is necessary to examine a text not only
from what is included or said in the text but also what is not said. CDA suggested that
it is vital to criticize what is absent from a text because one of the most effective ways
to conceal ideologies is by excluding remarks or expressions which might give away
the ideologies behind a text. Since “text can usefully be extended to the identification
of absences as well as presences” (Fairclough, 1995: 210), CDA best serves as a
device to bridge the between semantic properties which are absent from a particular
euphemistic expression and the ideologies which are prevented to surface. The
semantic properties which are avoided or not used by the speaker will be considered
as absent or missing from the text. They are not included in the euphemistic
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expression because they are hidden by the speaker. This is a strategy for speakers to
indirectly penetrate their ideologies to the society.
The nature of critical signifies that the study is trying to see beyond the
apparent. Being critical means being focused on “self-reflection as scholars doing
research” (Wodak and Meyer, 2001: 9). This study tries to see beyond what is said by
Bashar al-Assad’s euphemistic expressions. The critical nature, thus, functions to
unfold Assad’s ideologies. The unfolding process is crucial because the forms and
content of texts indeed carry the traces of ideological processes and structures.
However, it is impossible to ‘read off’ ideologies merely by seeing the text. It is due
to the fact that “meanings are produced through interpretations of texts and texts are
open to diverse interpretations” (Fairclough, 1995: 71). That is why for the methods
and procedures for discourse analysis, CDA employs a “hermeneutic process”
(Wodak and Meyer, 2001: 16). This means that the basis of this study is a critical
interpretation of text.

C. Review of Related Background
Bashar al-Assad was elected as Syrian president in 2000. At first, he was
expected to reform Syria into a better democratic governance. However, it turns out
that his presidency is far from what was expected of him (Zisser, 2007: 93). Instead
of promoting democracy in Syria, Assad has been abusing his power and violating
democracy. In order to ensure his presidency, Assad never hesitates to capture his
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political oppositions, kidnaps, tortures, and murders them (Zisser, 2007: 90). Not only
that, corruption is also enrooted in his cabinet. Taxpayers’ money all goes to the
pocket of the politicians, who are mostly Assad’s relatives. Since his society started
to call for a better Syria in 2011 through protest and demonstration until recent days,
Assad has been showing no mercy to those revolutionists (Lesch: 2012: 164). He uses
various war tactics to fight the revolutionists such as the use of chemical weapon as a
tool of massacre and human shield strategy (Erlich, 2014: 52). As a result, he
becomes a subject of international condemnation, especially the Western nations. He
has to answer to the International Criminal Court for the allegations of war crimes
and crimes against humanity, yet he always fails to show up (Erlich, 2014: 55).
Therefore, when he was re-elected as a president on July 16th 2014, the worlds were
all eyes and ears for his next moves. His inauguration speech was broadcasted
worldwide and the transcript was translated into many languages to be published by
media companies.

D. Theoretical Framework
There are two theories that this study employ. The first theory is lexical
semantics and the second is CDA. Each theory will be useful in order to prove the
questions posed by this study.
The theory of lexical semantics will be useful in order to identify what
euphemistic expressions are there within the speech. Further, it will be a guideline for
the study to reveal the meaning beyond those euphemistic expressions. This can be
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conducted by seeing the relational value of words and using componential analysis on
each euphemistic expressions.
CDA is useful for the study in order to prove the ideologies of the speeches.
When the euphemistic expressions are examined, CDA will function to draw a line
between the linguistic feature employed by Bashar al-Assad, which is euphemism,
and his way of exercising power and revealing ideologies. In this analysis, the study
will prove how using language is connected to the role someone has in her sociopolitical-cultural life.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

In order to accomplish this study, the methodology was arranged into the
object, approach, and method of the study. The object of the study explains what
kind of linguistic feature being put under scrutiny. The approach of the study
discusses the device with which the problems of the study are examined. The method
of the study describes the manner in which the data are collected, arranged, and
scrutinized.

A. Object of the study
This study focuses on Bashar al-Assad’s July 16th 2014 inaugural English
speech transcript. The speech was originally in Arabic. However, for distributional
purpose, it has been translated into English by the national official news agency,
Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA). SANA is not an independent news agency.
SANA works under the Ministry of Information and is funded by the government.
Since the Syrian government under Assad’s presidency is very strict in regulating
information and communication, all of SANA’s news and publication products are
under a strict supervision of the government and the translated version of the
transcript has been approved by Bashar al-Assad and his cabinet (Alan, 2003: 121).
As a result, the meaning and style of the speech was translated as close as possible to
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the Arabic original speech because Assad realized the gravity of his inauguration
speech and that it was very influential to his diplomatic strategy and political agenda
(Alan, 2003: 121).
Having 7.194 words in it, the transcript encompasses certain linguistic
features. One of them is euphemism. Euphemism in this transcript can be seen in
some expressions, mostly in the form of noun. Thus, this study puts under
examination these euphemistic expressions, be it words or phrases.

B. Approach of the study
This study employed a lexical semantics study as its basis of analysis. Lexical
semantics deals with the meaning of words, and the meaning relationship among
words. Since the purpose of this study is to reveal the ideology beyond Assad’s
euphemistic expressions, then the approach has to deal with meaning. That is why
semantic approach best fits the study.
In order to prove that Bashar al-Assad’s July 16th 2014 inauguration English
speech transcript carries particular political agenda shown by the ideologies, a CDA
was applied. CDA functioned as an approach to scrutiny the result of the
componential analysis of the euphemistic expressions. The analysis was centered on
why the results show certain things and how it contributes to the ideology
construction in language use.
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C. Method of the study
To conduct this study, there were several steps taken. The first step is
collecting the data. The second step is analyzing the data which have been obtained.
These steps are outlined as the following:

1. Data collection
The data from the English speech transcript were collected by employing a
population study. There are twenty euphemistic expressions in the transcript. All of
the euphemistic expressions fall into three different parts of speech: noun, adjective,
and verb.
The system of data collection was arranged as follows. First, the English
speech transcript was read for repeated times. In order to obtain the data, then, the
reading was focused specifically to the sentences or clauses which describe Assad’s
oppositions and the situation that the Syrian people are undergoing. In the sentences
and clauses where Assad describes his oppositions and his country’s situation, the
words and phrases were highlighted individually to see whether or not the exact word
or phrases used in that sentence or clause might mean something else. This method is
done by crosschecking what Assad said with the real situation happening in Syria. If
the words and phrases were obtained, they were classified and categorized based on
their part of speech in order to see the distribution of the euphemistic expression
within the speech transcript.
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2. Data analysis
To assess the data obtained, this study employed a componential analysis on
every expression found. A euphemistic expression was matched with some words or
expressions which were closely related to it under the context of Bashar al-Assad’s
and Syria’s backgrounds guided by the theory of word’s relational value. In order to
find the related words and their lexical meaning, this study refers to the thesaurus of
third edition of Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and Merriam-Webster
Dictionary. Several expressions are selected as comparisons based on their lexical
definition. The expressions which belong under the same semantic domain are
filtered in order to obtain two expressions with similar meaning but with one or more
distinctive component of meaning. This technique refers to Nida’s types of word
relation, which is contiguity. Componential analysis was employed in order to
compare the semantic properties embedded in the euphemistic expression itself and
the other words or expressions closely related to it. Thus, the semantic properties
which were not found in the euphemistic expression but found in the closely related
expressions served as a ground of what Assad was actually hiding.
Since CDA tries to reveal the connection between language and sociocultural
practice, this study attempted to show the relation between euphemism as a linguistic
device and Assad’s ideologies as his sociocultural dimension. Hence, the description
of text which had been discussed in the first problem formulation was interpreted to a
particular social dimension, namely the civil war the Syrians are facing. The absent
semantic properties were examined critically, whether or not they share common
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characteristics and also what sharing common characteristics meant to the whole
discourse. It was elaborated how such concealment was a means of Assad to present
particular ideologies. Such study was conducted by combining the three elements of
CDA as proposed by Fairclough (1995: 2).
(a) analysis of text, (b) analysis of processes of text production,
consumption, and distribution, and (c) sociocultural analysis of the
discursive event as a whole.
Those three elements functioned as a basis of Assad’s political agenda hidden within
the speech transcript. When there was a political agenda, there must be particular
ideologies as its intrinsic value.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This chapter will be divided into two main parts. The first part of the analysis
covers euphemism in the speech transcript and the componential analysis strategy
applied to observe what semantic properties are missing from the euphemistic
expressions. It answers the first problem formulation of the study. The second part of
the analysis covers Bashar al-Asad’s ideologies revealed through the semantic
properties which are missing from the euphemistic expressions in the speech
transcript. It answers the second problem formulation proposed in the study.
There are twenty euphemistic expressions found in the transcript. These
euphemistic expressions are found in sentences in which Bashar al-Assad referred to
his oppositions and the situation that the Syrian people are facing. Since this study
approaches euphemism with lexical semantics’ componential analysis strategy, the
data obtained in this study are limited to the content words. They belong to different
word class or part of speech. Although most of them fall under the word class noun,
some of them belong to the adjective and verb. This distribution of the euphemistic
expressions shows that Assad’s use of euphemism is not limited to certain word class.
He uses euphemism whenever possible and deemed necessary. The euphemistic
expressions are displayed below in the order of their occurrences in Bashar alAssad’s inauguration speech transcript:
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No.

Euphemism

Word class

No.

Euphemism

Word class

1

subservience

noun

11

lackey

noun

2

patronize

verb

12

adversity

noun

3

sedition

noun

13

backward

adjective

4

master

noun

14

flunky

noun

5

orchestrator

noun

15

spectacle

noun

6

satellite state

noun

16

shortsightedness

noun

7

obedient

adjective

17

mislead

verb

8

opportunist

noun

18

amateur

noun

9

hypocrisy

noun

19

foreigner

noun

10

challenger

noun

20

military operation

noun

Table 1. Data Findings

A. Euphemism in Bashar al-Assad’s Speech
This part scrutinizes Bashar al-Assad’s use of euphemistic expressions and the
meanings which are hidden due to the choice of expressions. Each expression will be
compared to other expressions using a componential analysis strategy. In
componential analysis, each euphemistic expression’s lexical meaning is presented in
the form of its semantic properties, or components of meaning which altogether
comprise the whole meaning of a certain word. This strategy also applies when
scrutinizing the meaning of the words which are closely related to the euphemistic
expression. If a word contains a particular semantic property it is symbolized as (+)
and if it does not contain the said semantic property it is symbolized as (-). If a word
may or may not contain a particular semantic property, it is symbolized as (±).
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1. Subservience
The first euphemistic expression is subservience. In its isolated meaning,
subservience is defined as a willingness to do what other people want or considering
your wishes as less important than those of other people. However, Assad in this case
is particularly referring to an era when countries with dominant powers are
significantly influential for other countries’ international policy decision making
because these less powerful countries depend on those powerful ones (A1). Due to
this sense of dependence towards other countries, subservience does not really fit the
context. It is such because when these countries depend to other countries, they have
lower political leverage compared to the countries with strong military and economic
power. Therefore, they are actually unwilling to obey the powerful countries. They do
not have a choice but to obey because if they do not obey, their relation with the
powerful countries might be strained.
The term subservience also implies that in a diplomatic relation, for instance,
a subservient country still has a political freedom or control to further their national
interests in the international affairs. In reality, powerful countries are usually the one
who are in charge of international diplomatic relations. Members of the United
Nations Security Council, for instance, are usually the ones who have the final say in
passing a resolution, regardless of the national interests of non-member countries.
Thus, in comparison to submission which lexically means an act of allowing oneself
to be controlled by other people, subservience lacks the semantic property of
subjection and being under other people’s control. In further comparison to the term
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servitude which means the state of being under the control of someone else and of
having no freedom, subservience lacks the semantic property of unwillingness,
subjection, and being under other people’s control. The table below shows the
semantic properties of subservience, submission, and servitude.
subservience

submission

servitude

obedience

+

+

+

unwillingness

-

-

+

subjection

-

+

+

controlled by others

-

+

+

Table 2. Semantic properties of subservience, submission, and servitude

2. Patronize
Lexically, patronize means to act or speak towards other people as if they are
stupid or not important. The purpose of such act is to convince other people that what
one does, believes, or says is something right. In the transcript, Assad accused the
Western countries of patronizing Arab people with the calls for democracy (A2). In
reality, they did not merely patronize Arab countries to fight for democracy.
Dominated by the United States and European Union under the authorization of
United Nations, the Western countries actively promoted their cause in the Arabian
Peninsula and supported Arab Spring. They sent representations and envoys to talk
with the rebel groups who wished to overthrow their dictator leaders. This was done
to assure the rebels that Arab Spring was worth fighting for. The campaign was all
about stable democratic governance in Syria for the better of Syrians. In doing so,
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these Western countries concealed the truth about why they were so interested in
helping these rebels to begin with. In Assad’s case, Syria has long been a close ally to
Iran and Lebanon’s Shiite organization known as Hezbollah. It is within the interest
of most Western countries to suppress any kinds of support to Iran and Hezbollah.
This is due to the fact that Iran and Hezbollah have publicly showed their antagonism
towards Western countries and their values. Thus, the West hopes that anyone who
replaces Bashar al-Assad will tend to side with the West instead. The term patronize,
therefore, does not quite define the West’s action against Syria since it lacks the
semantic property information hiding. Brainwash appears to be more apt to describe
the real situation. Lexically, it means making someone believe something by
repeatedly telling them that it is true and preventing any other information from
reaching them. Thus, brainwash contains the semantic property information hiding.
Patronize also has a sense of positive reception from the subject. However,
the call for democracy in Syria is not successful to date. This is due to the resistant of
those loyal to Assad’s regime and the counter-actions done by the regime itself to
send away its oppositions. Therefore, terms like cajole which means to persuade
someone to do something they might not want to do is more fitting to the
circumstances. Cajole’s meaning has a sense of possible objection which patronize
lacks of. Brainwash also semantically means that the subject tends to reject the idea
or value. Therefore, it is necessary to tell the subject repeatedly about it and hide any
information that might deny its validity. Below is the table of semantic properties in
patronize, cajole, and brainwash.
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patronize

cajole

brainwash

cause to act or believe

+

+

+

hide information

-

-

+

possible objection

-

+

+
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Table 3. Semantic properties of patronize, cajole, and brainwash

3. Sedition
Sedition means language or behavior that is intended to persuade other people
to oppose their government. In relation to other words with similar semantic
properties of opposing own government, such as insurgency and belligerency, the
expression sedition is a euphemism. It is a euphemistic expression because compared
to insurgency, which lexically means a violent attempt by the people to take control
of their country by force that is not recognized as belligerency, sedition does not have
the semantic property of violent. Belligerency, a legal status given to disputing parties
engaged in warfare, contains semantic properties such as being violent, having an
organized military force, and becoming a threat to world peace (Haryomataram,
2005: 61-62). As a matter of fact, what happened in Syria is not merely people having
an intention to persuade others to oppose their government, but far more violent than
that. The rebel groups use forces and military attacks to bring down Bashar alAssad’s armed forces. Free Syrian Army, a part of the National Coalition of Syrian
Revolutionary and Opposition Forces, has a clear structure of command which
qualifies it to be recognized as belligerent by both United Nations and individual
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countries all over the world. The civil war in Syria has also taken its toll on its
neighboring countries such as Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq and Egypt. Furthermore,
this war was taken into the United Nations Security Council’s agenda – strengthening
its urgency as an international threat.
When Assad used this euphemistic expression to describe his opposition (A3),
he is actually belittling what has been done by his fierce oppositions. Thus, sedition
does not portray the reality of what is happening in Syria since it lacks the semantic
property violent, the existence of an organized military force, and the status of being
a threat to world peace. The table below shows the semantic properties in sedition,
insurgency, and belligerency.
sedition

insurgency

belligerency

opposing authority

+

+

+

violent

-

+

+

organized military force

-

-

+

threat to world peace

-

-

+

Table 4. Semantic properties of sedition, insurgency, and belligerency

4. Master
Lexically, master is defined as a person who has control over or responsibility
for someone or something. In comparison to the words which fall under the semantic
domain of control over other people, master does not possess a tone that is either
negative or positive. Manipulator means a person who controls people to their own
advantage, often unfairly or dishonestly. It is in this expression that the sense of
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unfairness and dishonesty appear. Thus, the tone of manipulator is rather negative.
Another word closely related to master is conqueror. The lexical meaning of
conqueror is a person who takes control or possession of a group of people by force.
This means that conqueror has the semantic property force while master does not.
Bashar al-Assad used this euphemistic expression when addressing the Free
Syrian Army and their masters (A4). Although it is true that Free Syrian Army (FSA)
is under the control of many organizations and even countries, what happened in
Syria is far more than that. Since its formation in July 2011, FSA has been in constant
contact with Sunni extremist groups such as Jabhat al-Nusra and Ahrar al-Sham.
These organizations have been helping the FSA to fight against Assad’s forces yet
simultaneously recruiting FSA’s soldiers into their own. They provide trainings and
military assistance as well as arming FSA but eventually they manipulate FSA’s
soldiers to leave FSA and join their fronts instead. The FSA depends on these
organizations for support thus it cannot disassociate itself from these extremist
groups. Since al-Nusra and al-Sham are militarily stronger, they use threat and force
to make sure that FSA is obedient to their orders. Until present time, these
organizations are controlling FSA’s military strategies, taking a superior stance
against the FSA while having a hidden interest to pursue. Therefore, expressions like
manipulator or conqueror fit more to the reality compared to master. The table below
shows the semantic properties of master, manipulator, and conqueror.
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master

manipulator

conqueror

control over others

+

+

+

dishonesty

-

+

±

unfairness

-

+

±

force

-

±

+
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Table 5. Semantic properties of master, manipulator, and conqueror

5. Orchestrator
The expression orchestrator means a person who arranges something
carefully so as to achieve a wanted result. In the speech transcript, Assad used this
expression to describe those threatening his sovereignty and rights as a Syrian
legitimate ruler (A4). Compared to plotter, someone who makes a secret plan to do
something wrong or harmful, the expression orchestrator lacks the semantic property
wrongful act. Compared to conspirator which lexically means someone who plans
secretly with other people to do something bad or against someone's wishes –
orchestrator does not have the semantic property against others’ wishes.
Orchestrator implies that the person is arranging something but it does not
necessarily have to be something wrong and the person with whom he is arranging it
will most likely agree with him. The euphemistic expression orchestrator, therefore,
is vague in terms of meaning.
In reality, however, Assad’s oppositions are very determined to topple his
regime down that they are willing and capable to do everything they can to achieve
such result. The FSA, for instance, has been brutally fighting Assad’s army to the
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extent of violating war crime. They do not hesitate to recruit child soldier, use human
shields, rape many women and even mutilated the bodies of Assad’s loyalists to
spread fear.
Those wrongful acts are better portrayed in plotter and conspirator compared
to the euphemistic expression orchestrator which semantically does not include
wrongful act. The third semantic property compared is the fact that the action is
against other people’s wishes. In orchestrator, the sense is that other parties will most
likely accept the arrangement. However, in plotter, since it means planning
something wrong or harmful, there is strong possibility that the arrangement or plan
is against other people’s wishes or ideas. While in conspirator, it is explicitly
described that the arrangement or plan is against other people’s wishes. The wrongful
actions conducted by the FSA are clearly against many parties’ wishes. Human
Rights Watch and Amnesty International have sent them an open letter regarding
their violation of the International Humanitarian Law. Their misconducts, obviously,
are also against Bashar al-Assad’s interests. Therefore, the expressions plotter or
conspirator better fit the situation in Syria compared to orchestrator. The table below
shows the semantic properties of orchestrator, plotter, and conspirator.
orchestrator

plotter

conspirator

arranging something

+

+

+

wrongful act

-

+

+

against others’ wishes -

±

+

Table 6. Semantic properties of orchestrator, plotter, and conspirator
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6. Satellite State
In this transcript, Assad used the political expression satellite state in refer to
some countries which are under the influence of the world’s powerful countries,
especially those who wish him off the throne (A4). Lexically, satellite state means a
country controlled by or depending on a more powerful country. However, this
expression does not portray these dependent countries quite realistically. In fact,
many countries are being used to further the interest the controlling countries and
these dependent countries do not have a choice or power to refuse. An example of
such country is Pakistan. Pakistani government and army have been under United
States’ strong economy and military wings for years in order to fight Pakistan based
jihadist groups. The US has been supporting Pakistan with aid and military trainings
and equipments. Pakistani army, due to being indebted to the US, is employed to train
Syrian rebel forces in the civil war. This is conducted to help the US achieve their
aim, which is to bring down Assad’s military force. It means that the US does not
intervene in Pakistan’s internal anti-terrorism measures only. Pakistani army is used
by the US for the US’ interest in the Middle East. Satellite state implies that the
weaker countries are controlled by the powerful countries for the betterment and
interests of the weaker countries themselves. This is obviously not always the case, as
shown in the example of Pakistan and United State’s relation.

Therefore, the

expression satellite state is not the most representative expression of what is actually
happening in reality.
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Puppet is defined as a person or group whose actions are controlled by
someone else. It means that a puppet is being used or manipulated by someone else
for the other person’s interests instead of its own. Compared to satellite, the
expression puppet contains the semantic property manipulated while satellite does
not. Therefore, puppet is more likely to represent the relation between weaker and
powerful states.
Pawn is defined as a person who does not have any real power but is used by
others to achieve something. That being said, the semantic properties of the
expression are manipulated and powerless. Both of these semantic properties are not
found in satellite. Satellite implies the country, to some extent, still has the power to
refuse to be controlled or used. It means that the country is voluntarily controlled by
others with more power. Since that is not necessarily true in reality, the expression
pawn is more appropriate due to its semantic property powerless. In order to see the
distinction between these three expressions, the table below shows the semantic
properties of satellite, puppet, and pawn.
satellite

puppet

pawn

controlled by its superior

+

+

+

manipulated

-

±

+

powerless

-

+

+

Table 8. Semantic properties of satellite, puppet, and pawn
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7. Obedient
Obedient is doing, or willing to do, what you have been told to do by someone
in authority. It implies that the person is deliberately obeying someone. Assad used
this expression to describe his oppositions who are merely executors of policies or
resolutions (A4). Many countries have imposed sanctions and arm embargoes on
Syria due to the atrocities committed by Assad and his people. These sanctions and
embargoes are a part of the United Nations’ resolution after a meeting of the United
Nations Security Council was concluded. Therefore, even though there were
countries which were reluctant or unwilling to do so because imposing sanction might
be economically burdening, they were bound to execute it anyway because they were
members of the United Nations. A similar situation took place in Europe as the
European Union decided to adopt the resolution. Some member countries of the
European Union who felt the sanction was burdening and unnecessary would have to
follow suit anyway. Since majority of the member countries of United Nations were
supporting the resolutions, countries which were reluctant would then be influenced
or lobbied by more powerful countries to adopt the resolution. Being a minority on
this case, those countries did not have much to say and finally they agreed to adopt
the resolution. It also proves that being a member of supranational organizations
means that it has to give up its individual judgment for the sake of collective
judgment even if sometimes it is against its own will. Therefore, the expression
obedient does not quite cover this reality since it lacks the semantic properties easily
influenced and without one’s own judgment.
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Those two semantic properties can be found in expressions such as pliable
and slavish. Pliable means easily influenced and controlled by other people.
Although this expression does not necessarily imply the inexistence of individual
judgment, it explicitly means the person is easily influenced. Slavish means obeying
completely and having no original thoughts or ideas. Compared to obedient, slavish is
more blatant since it contains the semantic properties easily influenced and without
own judgment. This expression show the semantic property easily influenced because
slavish means having no original thoughts. Those who do not have original thoughts
are more likely to be influenced by others and they will be filled by other people’s
thoughts. The table below shows the comparison of the semantic properties contained
in obedient, pliable, and slavish.
obedient

pliable

slavish

to obey

+

+

+

easily influenced

-

+

+

without own judgment -

±

+

Table 9. Semantic properties of obedient, pliable, and slavish

8. Opportunist
In isolation, opportunist refers to someone who tries to get power or an
advantage in every situation. However in this specific case, the expression refers to
Assad’s political oppositions which will use any means possible to bring him down
because they do not believe in Assad’s legitimacy to rule (A5). The civil war is also
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used by some Sunni extremist groups as a chance for them to overpower other rebel
groups and finally gain control of the whole country. They are using sly means to get
people to join their extremist groups. They will not hesitate to manipulate the rebel
forces and the National Coalition of Syrian Revolutionary and Opposition Forces.
Apart from that, some of the rebel groups are pursuing extremely violent aggressions
which violate the International Humanitarian Law. They allegedly ate Bashar alAssad’s deceased soldiers’ organs and videotaped it. Reports also showed rebel
forces’ wrongdoings such as recruiting children to fight in the battlefield or as suicide
bombers. Due to these facts, the expression opportunist does not exactly depict what
Assad’s regime is actually facing.
Therefore, expressions like exploiter and abuser are more likely to represent
the real context and situation of the civil war that the Syrian people are currently
experiencing. Exploiter, which lexically means a person who uses someone or
something unfairly for own advantage, has a semantic property unfair, which does not
exist in opportunist. This expression does not necessarily contain the semantic
property wrongdoing, but there is possibility for it. The expression abuser refers to
someone who treats another person wrongly or badly, especially in a way that is to
their own advantage. This expression contains the semantic properties unfair and
wrongdoing. In order to see the distinction between these three expressions, the table
below shows the semantic properties of opportunist, exploiter, and abuser.
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opportunist

exploiter

abuser

taking advantage

+

+

+

unfair

-

+

+

wrongdoing

-

±

+
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Table 10. Semantic properties of opportunist, exploiter, and abuser

9. Hypocrisy
Hypocrisy refers to when someone pretends to believe something that they do
not really believe or that is the opposite of what they do or say at another time. From
that definition, it is implied that the person being hypocritical does not have the
intention to deliberately cause harm to or take advantage out of other people. Usually
it is because the person is concerned about his image or the way other people perceive
him to be. In his speech Bashar al-Assad used this particular expression in refer
specifically to the West (A6). The West has been actively promoting their ideas on
democracy as the Arab Spring is taking place. Assad believes that the West has been
silencing the voices and expressions of the Arab people whose ideas on democracy
are different from theirs; while at the same time campaigning on the importance of
freedom of expression. Not only does the West deceive the people fighting in Arab
Spring about freedom of expression, but they also do it to further their purpose in the
Arab world – which is to topple down Arab dictators. Hence it is not necessarily true
that they deceive people merely to maintain a positive image about their nations.
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Deceit means an act of keeping the truth hidden, especially to get an
advantage. It is in this expression that the semantic properties negative intention and
to take advantage occur. Those two semantic properties are also shown in the similar
expression, artifice. Artifice itself means the use of a clever trick or something
intended to deceive. It implies intention and advantage since a trick is understood as
an action which is intended to deceive as a way of cheating someone. Hypocrisy,
unlike deceit and artifice, does not cover these two meanings. To illustrate it better,
the table below shows the semantic properties of hypocrisy, deceit, and artifice.
hypocrisy

deceit

artifice

to deceive

+

+

+

negative intention

-

+

+

to take advantage

-

+

+

Table 11. Semantic properties of hypocrisy, deceit, and artifice

10. Challenger
Lexically, challenger means someone who tries to win a competition, fight or
sports event from someone who has previously won it. Assad used this expression
when portraying those who pose a threat toward his country (A7). The problem with
this expression is that it is not merely a sporting event or competition that is being
discussed by Bashar al-Assad. Rather, it is a civil war that has been going on since
July 2011. The expression challenger implies that the person does not have to harm
nor hurt the other person in order to win something. However, such is not the case in
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a war. One party will have to defeat the other in such a harmful way such as
destroying and murdering.
Compared to adversary which means an enemy or one that contends or resists
with, challenger lacks the semantic property to harm. Although adversary does not
necessarily mean an enemy in a war, it implies the tendency to cause damage or harm
to the opposing side due to the term enemy. Enemy itself is defined as a person who
hates or opposes another person and tries to harm them or stop them from doing
something. The expression is conventionally used in describing an opposing party of
an armed fight between two or more groups or countries. Therefore, enemy covers the
semantic properties to harm and war – the two semantic properties missing from the
expression challenger. In order to see the distinction between these three expressions,
the table below shows the semantic properties of challenger, adversary, and enemy.
challenger

adversary

enemy

opposing side

+

+

+

to harm

-

+

+

war

-

±

+

Table 12. Semantic properties of challenger, adversary, and enemy

11. Lackey
Lackey means a servant or someone who behaves like one by obeying
someone else’s orders or by doing all their unpleasant work for them. In his speech,
Assad used lackey to address the people who have a strong bias in reporting and
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criticizing what is happening in Syria (A8). The international society has been fed by
news coverage, stories, and reports about how atrocious Assad is. However, these
stories have been told in a single perspective, which is in favor of the interest of the
people they work for. News agencies are instructed by the countries of their origins to
produce news and stories which are in line with the country’s interests. This includes
having to report the number of civilian casualties in Syria without even verifying the
source and to hide some information in regards to the war crimes committed by the
rebel forces. As journalists, this work is far from ideal and pleasant because the news
they present is no longer objective and truthful. However, if they proceed to be
objective, they will have to deal with their government officials and many other
problems. In other words, they do not have choice. These people are not portrayed in
the expression lackey since it does not contain the semantic properties force and
having a powerful master. Lackey implies that the person is merely acting like a
servant deliberately. The act might be done in some particular purposes. For example,
to gain benefit for his own self. However, in this case, these biased people are not
doing such actions for their own benefits but for the benefits of others.
Lapdog is defined as someone who is willing to do anything that a more
important person tells them to do. Compared to lackey, this expression covers the
meaning of having an important person as a master. Therefore, a lapdog is considered
as someone inferior to a powerful master.
The expression stooge refers to a person who is forced by someone in
authority to do an unpleasant or secret job for them. This expression contains the
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semantic properties force and powerful master. Someone in authority implies
powerful master which is not found in the expression lackey. From these semantic
properties, it can be seen that lapdog or stooge are more suitable to the context
compared to lackey. In order to see the distinction between the three expressions, the
table below compares the semantic properties found in the expressions lackey,
lapdog, and stooge.
lackey

lapdog

stooge

serves

+

+

+

does unpleasant work

+

±

+

force

-

-

+

powerful master

-

+

+

Table 13. Semantic properties of lackey, lapdog, and stooge

12. Adversity
The expression adversity is found in Bashar al-Assad’s speech transcript when
he was describing what the Syrian people are undergoing (A9). Adversity is defined
as a difficult or unlucky situation or event. Although in a way it is true that the
Syrians are undergoing a difficult situation, the reality is much more complex than
that. A difficult or unlucky situation implies that it is more likely to come to an end
anytime soon. It also implies a big possibility of a resolution. In reality, the civil war
has been raging in Syria since 2011 yet until this study is conducted there has been no
resolution or indication that the situation will ease. The war has taken its toll not only
on civilian casualties but also for the country’s economy and infrastructure. A lot of
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businesses are shut down and the warfare has made it impossible for schools and
hospitals to operate normally. In short, the whole nation’s survivability is at stake.
This situation is not portrayed by the expression adversity.
Abyss means a difficult situation that brings trouble or destruction. Compared
to adversity, the degree of hardship implied in abyss is more serious. It reaches the
point of destruction, which as a natural result leads to suffering. These meanings are
not shown in the expression adversity. Adversity is still vague in terms of the degree
of how serious the situation is. In another comparison to the expression crisis,
adversity lacks the semantic property critical.
Crisis itself refers to a situation that has reached an extremely difficult or
dangerous point; a time of great disagreement, uncertainty or suffering. It is within
this extremely difficult situation that it has become critical. The circumstance in
which the Syrian people are under has become a matter of life and death – or
survivability. Therefore, the expressions abyss and crisis are more likely to describe
the situation that the Syrian people are facing. In order to show the comparison
between those three expressions, the table below shows the comparison of
adversity’s, abyss’, and crisis’ semantic properties.
adversity

abyss

crisis

hardship

+

+

+

destruction

-

+

+

suffering

-

+

+

critical

-

-

+

Table 14. Semantic properties of adversity, abyss, and crisis
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13. Backward
Backward is defined as not advanced. Bashar al-Assad used this expression
when describing the Arab society in his speech (A10). The meaning of this
expression is quite simplistic in order to portray what the Arab society is like in
reality. Most of the countries in the Middle East are characterized as having high rates
of poverty and birth, a limited number of industries, and a low economic growth. The
examples of such countries are Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Sudan, and Somalia. Although it
implies laggard, the expression backward does not specify the extent to which the lag
is and the aspect which is being described.
Disadvantaged means a country, a person, and/ or a group of people which do
not meet the standard of living conditions, education, etc. that most other people
have. This expression is more explicit in terms of describing the aspect of the subject
being described – living conditions, for instance – and the extent of the laggard –
below the standard most people have. Compared to backward, this expression is more
blatant in describing an unfortunate situation. It portrays the fact that not only are the
countries not advanced but even worse, they are below standard of living. In other
words, the expression disadvantaged contains the semantic property below standard
while backward does not.
Underdeveloped means having many poor people and few industries and
services. Compared to backward and disadvantaged, this expression is more explicit
in portraying the economic level. It does not only specify the living conditions but
also the economic condition which causes them to live under such deprivation.
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Underdeveloped, then, is more likely to portray the Arab society due to its semantic
properties below standard and poor. In order to show the distinction between the three
expressions, the table below compares the semantic properties contained in
backward, disadvantaged, and underdeveloped.
backward

disadvantaged

underdeveloped

laggard

+

+

+

below standard

-

+

+

poor

-

±

+

Table 15. Semantic properties of backward, disadvantaged, and underdeveloped

14. Flunky
Bassar al-Assad refers to some Arab nations who are clingy to the West as
flunkies (A11). Flunky itself means a person who does small jobs for someone
powerful or important. In reality, some Arab countries indeed do something for or
help the West. Usually, it is in form of supplying the West’s demand for oil. These
Arab countries try their best to please their customers – the West – by keeping good
relations, compromising their conservative ideologies to be more liberal, opening
their markets for foreign investment, and maintaining oil price. All of these are done
to ensure that the West will keep on buying oil from them since oil export is their
biggest source of income. Therefore, what these Arab countries do is not just a
gesture of goodwill or small help for the West. They are also expecting something in
return which is beneficial for themselves. However, this reality is not portrayed in the
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expression flunky, which only implies the small job or help is done without any
expectation of something in return.
Toady means a person who praises and helps powerful people in order to get
their approval or gaining favors. Compared to flunky, toady contains the semantic
property gaining favor and taking advantage. It does not only mean someone who
does something for more powerful and important people but also the motive behind
him doing so. Bootlicker refers to someone who gains favor through a servile or
obsequious manner. Similar to toady, this expression also reveal meanings such as
gaining favor and taking advantage for one’s own self. These two meanings are not
included in flunky. Hence, toady and bootlicker are more likely to portray the attitude
of some Arab nations towards the West in reality. The table below compares the
semantic properties of flunky, toady, and bootlicker.
flunky

toady

bootlicker

servile

+

+

+

to gain favor

-

+

+

to take advantage

-

+

+

Table 16. Semantic properties of flunk, toady, and bootlicker

15. Spectacle
Spectacle is defined as an unusual or unexpected event or situation which
attracts attention, interest or disapproval. Bashar al-Assad used this expression to
describe the invasion of Iraq by the West, especially the United States and United
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Kingdom (A12). The invasion took place in 2003 and it aimed to depose Iraqi
president at the time, Saddam Hussein, as a part of US’ War on Terror. The invasion
was later known as the Iraq War. Following the invasion and deposition of Saddam
Hussein, the conflict lasts for a decade due to the emergence of insurgent groups who
are opposing the invading forces as well as the sectarian conflict which occurred as a
result of a vacuum of power. Furthermore, the Iraq War has marked the beginning of
US’ active involvement in the Middle East. As a result, a lot of radical extremist
groups emerged to send away US troops from their homeland. Therefore, to say that
the invasion was a spectacle is an understatement. Spectacle implies that although the
event is unusual and attracts disapproval, the situation is still manageable and
someone will have it under control.
Scandal is an action or event that causes a public feeling of shock and strong
moral disapproval. The difference between scandal and spectacle lies in the degree of
how serious the event is. Scandal contains the meaning shocking while a spectacle is
merely unusual. Something that is shocking is usually upsetting while that is not
always the case in something that is unusual. The tone of something unusual is rather
neutral. Another difference is on the outcome of the event. Spectacle refers to a
disapproval outcome, but not necessarily a strong one as referred to in scandal.
Incident means an unusual event or disagreement that is likely to cause
serious problems in relations between countries. Similar to scandal, incident leads to
a strong disapproval as an outcome, it is shown in disagreement. The difference
between incident and scandal is that the expression spectacle does not have the
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semantic property serious problem which is a possible result of such unusual event.
Therefore, scandal and spectacle are the expressions which are more suitable to
represent the invasion of Iraq compared to spectacle. The table below shows the
semantic property of spectacle, scandal, and incident.
spectacle

scandal

incident

unusual event

+

+

+

strong disapproval

±

+

+

serious problem

-

±

+

Table 17. Semantic properties of spectacle, scandal, and incident

16. Shortsightedness
Lexically, shortsightedness means not thinking enough about how an action
will affect the future. This expression was used by Bashar al-Assad to describe his
oppositions in regards to their lack of understanding about his country (A13).
Shortsightedness implies that a person is not able to examine a situation and therefore
acts rather spontaneously even though he has no basis for such action. The problem
with the expression is that Assad’s opponents are much more complicated than being
shortsighted. In reality, the conflict between Assad and his oppositions arises due to
the way Assad rules Syria. Both parties have different ways in seeing how and by
whom the nation should be run. Therefore, the actions of his opponents are not due to
them being shortsighted or not being able to examine a situation. It is rather because
the opponents refuse to accept the situation Assad had created for Syria. Furthermore,
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when Assad’s oppositions decided to do everything in their capacity to depose him,
they know exactly that civil war is inevitable yet they are willing to take the chance.
It is thus oversimplified to say that the reason Assad’s opponents attack his regime is
their shortsightedness.
Intolerance means when you refuse to accept ideas, beliefs or behavior that
are different from your own. Unlike shortsightedness, intolerance contains the
semantic property to refuse other values. This semantic property does not exist in
shortsightedness since it only implies inability to examine a situation rather than
refusal to accept a particular situation. This expression is more likely to portray the
reason why Assad’s opponents are so persistent to bring him down.
Illiberalness means not allowing people to think and act as they choose.
Compared to shortsightedness, this expression contains the semantic property to
refuse other values and to disallow others’ choices. Intolerance might also mean to
refuse other values, just like illiberalness but it does not necessarily reach the point of
disallowing. It only implies refusal to believe in other values which are different from
the ones he has. In reality, the rebel forces and the international society have been
condemning and disallowing Assad’s conducts. The International Criminal Court has
called for his presence in regards to war crime allegations. Moreover, many countries
have sanctioned and embargoed Syria in order to punish Assad as well as to trigger
Assad’s change of behaviors because many of his actions violated International
Humanitarian Law. Thus, even though all of the three expressions imply a narrow
mind, illiberalness is more explicit to portray what is actually going on with Assad’s
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opponents. In order to show the distinction between the three expressions in terms of
their meanings, the table below compares the semantic properties of shortsightedness,
intolerance, and illiberalness.
shortsightedness

intolerance

illiberalness

narrow mind

+

+

+

refuse other values

-

+

+

disallow others’ choices

-

-

+

Table 18. Semantic properties of shortsightedness, intolerance, and illiberalness

17. Mislead
To mislead is defined as causing someone to believe something that is not
true. This expression is found in the speech transcript when Bashar al-Assad was
referring to the Syrian rebels (A14). Mislead implies that the person is being led to
believe something contrary to the truth but there is no indication that the one who lies
does so in order to gain advantages over the situation. The purpose of the action
might be to create certain impressions but not necessarily to exploit the person being
lied to. Therefore, the tone of the expression is not in every case negative although
there is still possibility. In reality, Syrian rebel groups are under strong influences
from foreign parties whose desire is to depose Assad from the throne. Such parties are
Libyan National Transitional Council – who has undergone a similar revolution to
topple down their dictator Muammar Gaddafi – Jabhat al-Nusra, Ahrar al-Sham,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey. Some of the parties are supporting the rebel forces
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because they believe in a better and democratic Syria, while some do so because they
have hidden interests. Take Jabhat al-Nusra and Ahrar al-Sham which are Sunni
extremist groups, for example. They support the revolution because of the sectarian
conflict between Sunni and Shiite. The Assad family and the majority of the Syrian
rulers are Alawites. Alawite is a religion which is recognized by Shiite as a legitimate
Islamic sect. The Alawites has been domineering Syria for several decades. The civil
war, thus, becomes a momentum for these Sunni extremist groups to regain control
over the country and reclaim their position as a domineering sect. However, they
mask this hidden interest by helping out rebel forces and they have led the rebel
forces to believe that both parties want the same thing: a better and democratic Syria.
In reality, extremist groups such as al-Nusra and al-Sham are taking advantages of the
situation. They use the civil war and the rebel groups as a way to achieve the results
that they desire. This fact is not represented by the expression mislead since it does
not imply a party taking advantages over the others.
To fool means to trick someone. To trick itself is understood as an action
which is intended to deceive as a way of cheating someone. Therefore, in comparison
to the expression mislead, fool contains the semantic property to cheat. To mislead
might be done in order to cheat, but that is not always the case since it does not
explicitly say so. To deceive means to persuade someone that something false is the
truth; to keep the truth hidden from someone for your own advantage. In this
expression, the semantic property to take advantage is explicitly shown compared to
in the expression mislead. The intention is there to begin with. While in mislead, the
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intention might or might not be there. The expressions fool and deceive, thus, are
more likely to describe what some groups are doing to the Syrian rebel forces in
reality. The table below shows the comparison of the semantic properties contained in
the expressions mislead, fool, and deceive.
mislead

fool

deceive

to lie

+

+

+

to cheat

±

+

+

to take advantage

-

+

+

Table 19. Semantic properties of mislead, fool, and deceive

18. Amateur
Amateur refers to someone who does not have much skill in what they do.
Usually the person is either new to what he does or still learning how to do a
particular thing. It implies a possibility that someday and somehow he will obtain the
skill to do what they do. This expression is used when Bashar al-Assad talked about
Palestine’s resistant forces which allied themselves with Israel (A15). Amateur,
however, does not exactly define the resistant groups Assad was referring to. Syria
has long been in war with Israel, especially Syria under Assad family’s regime. Hafez
al-Assad, Bashar al-Assad’s father, was once betrayed by a double agent in Yom
Kippur War in 1973. Since then, the regime has become cautious and wary of the
Palestinian people or groups who might work for Israel’s cause against them.
However, Israel and their allies or double agents have not succeeded until this very
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era to take over the whole Palestinian territory and some of Syrian as well. This
shows that Israel’s allies are not that effective to carry out their work even though the
war has lasted for over a century. That being said, the expression amateur does not
quite cover the allies.
Layperson refers to someone who is not trained in or does not have a detailed
knowledge of a particular subject. Compared to amateur, this expression contains the
semantic property unskilled because of being not trained, although not necessarily
incapable. Incompetent refers to someone who does not have the ability or skill to do
something as it should be done. The difference between this expression and amateur
is the degree of being unskillful. Amateur implies the person has little skill although
not enough to be able to do something while incompetent implies the person has no
skill at all to do a particular job. Therefore, the job cannot be done and the person is
incapable. The semantic properties unskilled and incapable are not shown in the
expression amateur. In order to see the distinction between these three expressions,
the table below compares the semantic properties of amateur, layperson, and
incompetent.
amateur

layperson

incompetent

lack of experience

+

+

+

unskilled

-

+

+

incapable

-

±

+

Table 20. Semantic properties of amateur, layperson, and incompetent
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19. Foreigner
Foreigner means a person who comes from another country. However, in the
last part of the speech transcript, Assad specifies that “Syria will remain strong,
proud, resilient and inviolable to any foreigner” (A16). It means that the meaning of
foreigner is more than just a person from another country, but someone who has the
possibility to damage or violate Syria. In reality, Syria has witnessed foreign
invasions in the Arab world such as in Iraq and Libya. These invasions were carried
out to depose dictators ruling the countries at that time. The invading forces were
from the West. They were United States, United Kingdom, Australia, and NATO, a
military alliance controlled by the West. Seeing this phenomenon, Bashar al-Assad is
preparing himself for such possibility to strike his country. In this case, expressions
such as outsider and external threat will actually be more suitable. Outsider refers to
a person who is not liked or accepted as a member of a particular group, organization
or society and who feels different from those people who are accepted as members.
This expression contains the semantic property disliked while foreigner does not
imply such meaning. External threat is a suggestion that something unpleasant or
violent will happen due to an outside force. From this definition, it can be seen how
the expression contains the semantic property possible damage. This semantic
property is not shown in foreigner and it is sometimes shown in outsider. Below is
the table which shows the semantic properties contained in the expressions foreigner,
outsider, and external threat.
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foreigner

outsider

external threat

not from the country

+

+

+

disliked

-

+

+

possible damage

-

±

+
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Table 21. Semantic properties of foreigner, outsider, and external threat

20. Military Operation
Military operation is a term used in warfare. Operation itself means an
activity which is planned to achieve something. Military means relating to or
belonging to the armed forces. Therefore, a military operation is an activity
conducted by the armed forces. This expression is rather uncertain in terms of the
kind of activity that the armed forces are engaged in. It might be a crossfire, siege,
strike, or a mere peacekeeping. However, Assad used this term in regards to the
Battle of Aleppo (A17). The city of Aleppo is one of the deadliest battlefields across
Syria. It has been a bloodbath from 2012 to the present time. Both the Syrian Armed
Forces (SFA) and the FSA have been trying to seize the city and send away the other
using extreme violence or simply every means that is possible. It was reported that
there has been 22,665 casualties of the ongoing battle and the number is likely to
keep on increasing. The expression military operation, therefore, does not quite
portray what has been happing in Aleppo since it does not explicitly show the
semantic properties combat and offensive.
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Battle means a fight between armed forces. Compared to the expression
military operation, battle is more explicit in conveying the meaning that the armed
forces are engaged in a combat and not just a peacekeeping nor other non-combat
operation. Therefore, battle contains the semantic property combat, although it does
not necessarily contain the semantic property offensive since the tone of battle is
neutral. Offensive, on the other hand, tends to focuses on the attacking party instead
of the one who is defending. In battle, it does not matter which party is defending and
which is attacking.
Attack is a violent act intended to hurt or damage someone or something.
Compared to the expressions military operation and battle, the semantic properties
contained in attack are more explicit. Since attack specifies a violent act conducted to
damage something, it means the expression contains the meaning combat. Combat
itself is defined as a fight between parties, especially during war. Furthermore, it
implies an intention to hurt or damage. It means that the purpose of this act is not
merely to defend oneself against a threat or mediate an armed conflict, but it goes to
the extent of intentionally damaging the other party. Thus, attack contains the
semantic properties combat and offensive. These semantic properties are vaguely
included in the euphemistic expression military operation. Therefore, in order to see
the distinction between these three expressions, the table below compares the
semantic properties which are included in the expressions military operation, battle,
and attack.
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military operation

battle

attack

armed conflict

+

+

+

combat

±

+

+

offensive

±

±

+
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Table 22. Semantic properties of military operation, battle, and attack

B. Ideologies in Bashar al-Assad’s Speech
This part scrutinizes Bashar al-Assad’s ideologies which are revealed through
the means of euphemistic expressions. The focus of the analysis in this part falls on
the semantic properties which are absent from the euphemistic expressions. In the
discussion of the semantic properties in the euphemistic expressions, it can be seen
that Assad uses euphemism when the truth or the real situation is just too unpleasant
or blatant to be told. Therefore, he conceals certain meanings – represented by the
semantic properties – which contain the ugly truth. However, this strategy is not done
carelessly. From the twenty euphemistic expressions and their missing semantic
properties, it is shown that there is a pattern which is consistent in the way Assad
hides certain meanings from his speech. This consistent pattern can be seen by the
common characteristics that these missing semantic properties share. It means that
this strategy is done systematically. When something is done systematically, there
must be an underlying system which serves as a ground of its structure. This
underlying system is ideology. There are two ideologies in Assad’s speech. They are
national strength and autonomy.
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1. National strength
The dominant ideology in Bashar al-Assad’s speech is national strength. This
ideology stems from some semantic properties which are absent from the euphemistic
expressions in the speech transcript. Below is the list of the semantic properties which
are absent from Bashar al-Assad’s euphemistic expressions:
1. to hide information

12. war

2. possible objection

13. destruction

3. violent

14. critical

4. organized military force

15. suffering

5. threat to world peace

16. strong disapproval

6. wrongful act

17. serious problem

7. against others’ wishes

18. to cheat

8. unfair

19. disliked

9. negative intention

20. possible damage

10. to take advantage

21. combat

11. to harm

22. offensive

Those twenty two semantic properties are absent from the text because they
create an impression of a serious threat towards Syria. Such impression is going to
make the Syrians question their own strength as a nation. When they worry and
question about their own strength against their enemies, they will be reluctant to fight
back and defend Assad’s right to rule Syria. Thus, it is essential to scrutiny these
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semantic properties in order to relate them to the national strength that the Syrian
president believes in.
The semantic properties “to hide information” and “possible objection” is
hidden from the expression patronize when describing about what the West has been
doing to his rebellious society. Assad does not want his loyal follower to know that
the West has been hiding information from them because it means that when the
opponent is hiding something, it becomes stronger than them. It shows that the West
is that powerful compared to the Syrian people.
The semantic properties “violent”, “organized military force”, and “threat to
world peace” are absent from the euphemistic expression sedition. Assad does not
want to admit that the FSA is a violent, organized military force and that their conflict
has become a threat to world peace. By hiding these meanings, Assad wants to
convey the message to his people that the FSA is not really big a deal and thus is
easily defeated.
“Wrongful act” and “against others’ wishes” are absent from the euphemistic
expression orchestrator. The omission of those two euphemistic expressions indicates
that their enemies are not the parties who will deliberately cause harm for the Syrian
people. It gives the impression that their enemies are not going to do anything that is
rather unexpected to the Syrian people. With that being the case, Syrian people are in
the upper hand position compared to the enemies.
The semantic properties “unfair” and “wrongful act” are missing from the
euphemistic expression opportunist. Those semantic properties are hidden to create
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the impression that the oppositions do not and will not succeed in taking advantage
out of Syrian people nor in being unfair to them. Assad does not want his people to
think that they are victims of injustice who are being exploited by the enemies. He
wants his people to believe that they still have their pride and dignity not to be treated
unfairly nor taken advantages from.
In hypocrisy, the semantic properties “negative intention” and “to take
advantage” are missing. Those meanings are hidden from the speech transcript
because Assad wants to convince his followers that the West has not taken
advantages out of them. Furthermore, “negative intention” indicates that the West
will do everything within their power to bring them down. Hiding such meaning
creates the impression that the West is not that harmful towards the Syrian people and
thus Syria still holds power against them.
“To harm” and “war” are absent from the euphemistic expression challenger.
The Syrian president is trying to conceal the truth that his country is at war and that
his people are being harmed by their enemies. He assures his people that regardless of
what the enemies have done to their country, they remain resilient and unharmed.
In the euphemistic expression adversity, the meanings “destruction”,
“suffering” and “critical” are absent. These three meanings are hidden in order to
suggest an idea to Assad’s followers that they are still standing strong instead of
suffering and being destroyed. The omission of “critical” indicates that Assad
believes that his country is not standing on the edge of falling apart. On the contrary,
Assad is hopeful that he will lead his country away from the hardship they are facing.
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“Strong disapproval” and “serious problem” are missing from the euphemistic
expression spectacle. By hiding these two semantic properties, Assad is belittling the
conflict his country is undergoing. He tries to create an impression that what Syrians
are experiencing is nothing that they cannot handle.
The semantic property “to cheat” is absent from mislead. Assad hides this
semantic property in order to convince his followers that they are not being cheated
by anyone. If they are being cheated, it means that they are being disadvantaged and
outsmarted by their oppositions.
In the expression foreigner, the semantic properties “disliked” and “possible
damage” are missing. The absence of these semantic properties emphasizes the
impression that any foreigner will not be disliked nor will they bring possible damage
to Syria because Assad and his people are strong and united. By doing so, Assad will
be able to draw more support from Syrians.
“Combat” and “offensive” are the semantic properties which are missing from
the expression military operation. Assad is avoiding these meanings because they are
too blatant to portray the country’s predicament. Those two semantic properties
indicate that the outcome of the war is unpredictable. Therefore, a euphemistic
expression such as military operation – which hides the unpredictability and
unpleasantness of the situation – is giving a sense that the Syrian president has it all
under control.
The tones of the semantic properties absent from the euphemistic expressions
chosen by Assad are negative and unpleasant. By hiding the negative or unpleasant
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truth, Assad wants to make sure that Syrian people are not threatened by how strong
their oppositions are and thus willing to fight back at his disposal. This negative and
unpleasant truth that Assad tries to hide reveals his ideology: national strength.
National strength is the belief that a country is steadfast, powerful and united.
It is a collective power of the people as well as combination of a country’s hard and
soft power. A country’s hard power is its military and economic strength relative to
other countries while a country’s soft power is manifested through its diplomatic
relations with other countries as well as its culture and philosophy as a nation. In
order to communicate this belief to his people, Assad has to mask the truth that Syria
is undergoing a serious threat and a critical situation. That is the reason he avoids
using expressions which contain unpleasant semantic properties. Incorporating the
negative and unpleasant truth in his inauguration speech is going to remind the
Syrians that they are weak against such many and atrocious opponents. It is also
going to give a clear image of how strong their opponents can be. Surely Assad does
not want this because it might discourage his followers from defending their nation at
any cost. Therefore, the use of euphemism is an effective strategy to project the
message that Syria is and will remain strong against the internal and external threat
because their oppositions are not as fierce as they are as a strong nation. In other
words, euphemism serves as a tool for Assad to internalize the ideology, which is
national strength, to his followers.
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2. Autonomy
The second prominent ideology in Bashar al-Assad’s speech is autonomy.
This ideology is derived from nineteen semantic properties which are absent from the
euphemistic expressions in the speech. Each of the missing semantic property is
examined to reveal what Bashar al-Assad is trying to conceal. Below is the list of the
nineteen semantic properties which are absent from Bashar al-Assad’s euphemistic
expressions in the speech:
1. unwillingness

11. powerful master

2. subjection

12. below standard

3. controlled by others

13. poor

4. dishonesty

14. to gain favor

5. unfairness

15. to take advantage

6. force

16. to refuse other values

7. manipulated

17. to disallow others’ choices

8. powerless

18. unskilled

9. easily influenced

19. incapable

10. without own judgment

Those nineteen semantic properties are not absent from the speech for no
reason. The fact that all of those missing semantic properties share common
characteristics show that there is something behind mere absent of particular semantic
properties. They all create an impression of a country which is weak and therefore
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easily influenced and controlled by other stronger countries. Assad does not want his
audience to be conveyed with such impression. In order to thoroughly examine the
common characteristics that those semantic properties share and the reason why they
are absent from the speech, it is crucial to scrutiny each of the semantic property.
The semantic properties “unwillingness”, “objection” and “controlled by
others” are absent from the expression subservience. “Unwillingness” and
“objection” in this expression refer to the refusal of being under other people’s
control. These three semantic properties will remind Assad’s followers of the
pressure coming from their opponents who are challenging Assad’s right to the
presidency. Therefore, hiding these meanings will be effective to create an impression
that Syria remains free from other countries’ or parties’ control to bring down the
Assad regime.
In the euphemistic expression master, “dishonesty”, “unfairness” and “force”
are missing. These three semantic properties are left out from the speech because to
include them would be to confirm that Syrians are being lied to, treated unfairly, and
forced to obey. Assad is trying to do anything in his power to keep his legitimacy to
rule Syria. In order to attain it, it is best to avoid expressions containing those
semantic properties since they will evoke unpleasant truth for the Syrians.
“Manipulated” and “powerless” are the semantic properties which are absent
from the euphemistic expression satellite. Being manipulated and powerless are the
characteristics of weak countries. Weak countries are dependent toward other
countries instead of independent and self-empowered. Thus, Assad steers clear of
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those two semantic properties because they represent a negative image of a country
which Assad does not want his followers to see.
The semantic properties “easily influenced” and “without own judgment” are
not found in the expression obedient. This is due to the fact that these two semantic
properties contradict the idea of freedom and strong will. Easily influenced means
that someone does not have a strong will to defend what one thinks is right. Not
having his own judgment means that he is not able nor free to determine for himself
the values that he believes in. Rather, he follows and supports other people’s beliefs
and values. Since the Syrian president is trying to establish the image of a country
which is free to govern itself and uphold values its people believe in, he has to
remove expressions which contain meanings contradictory to such image.
“Powerful master” is a semantic property missing from the euphemistic
expression lackey. Having a powerful master means that someone is under other
person’s control and the odds of being free from such control is very small. It also
means that he is in a lower bargaining position compared to the powerful master.
Hence, Assad avoids expressions with such semantic property because it reminds
Syrians of the powerful parties who are trying to be their masters such as the United
Nations and Arab League.
In the expression backward, the semantic properties “below standard” and
“poor” are absent. These two semantic properties are more often than not associated
with countries which are incapable of fulfilling its own needs, therefore relying on
other countries to provide for it. Not wanting to be associated with such
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characteristic, Assad chooses not to include those two semantic properties in his
inauguration speech.
The semantic properties “to gain favor” and “to take advantage” are missing
from the euphemistic expression flunky. Assad deliberately avoids using these two
semantic properties in his speech because someone who tries to gain other people’s
favor and taking advantages out of other people is not a person who is self-sufficient.
Usually, someone who is not self-sufficient will turn to others for help. When he asks
for help, he has to sacrifice his freedom to do what he wants to because he needs to
win the others’ favors. By excluding such semantic properties from his speech, Assad
is hiding this impression. He does not want his people to perceive Syria as a country
losing its freedom to other countries’ favors.
“To refuse other values” and “to disallow others’ choices” are the two
semantic properties which are not found in the expression shortsightedness. Assad
carefully chooses his euphemistic expressions because if these two semantic
properties were to appear, it is going to project the message that Syria is being
threatened by other countries. The threat manifests itself in form of disallowing Syria
to have her own values and choices. As a leader of the country, Assad wants his
followers to believe that there is no one who can prevent their country to uphold the
values that they believe in and make their own choices, even if the choice is to reelect Bashar al-Assad as a legitimate ruler of Syria. Therefore, leaving the two
semantic properties out of the speech helps him dissolve the unpleasant possibility of
other people preventing them from making their own choices.
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“Unskilled” and “incapable” are the semantic properties missing from the
expression amateur. They are missing from the expression because it reminds the
Syrians about weakness. Not having skill or capability means that someone will
easily be defeated. Since that is what people fear when being in a war, Assad chooses
not to use such unpleasant expressions and use euphemism instead. The euphemism
will prevent Syrians from being reminded of their fear.
All of those semantic properties which are missing from the speech indicate
dependency and weakness. It means that Assad is intentionally concealing
dependency and weakness from the Syrians as well as from the international society.
He does not want his audience to be reminded of weakness and dependency. By
hiding those two values, Assad wants the people to believe otherwise, which is the
value of autonomy.
Autonomy is the right of a group of people to govern itself or to organize its
own activities. Especially in this case, autonomy is a country’s right to govern itself
as well as to determine what is best for itself. Ever since the civil war started to break
out, many parties had questioned Assad’s right and legitimacy to govern Syria. Many
tried to intervene and even challenge Syria’s sovereignty by threatening Assad with a
military intervention. Some examples of the most prominent actors who have tried to
do so are the United States, European Union, and Arab League. Therefore, in order to
defend his right to the presidency, Assad needs to convince his followers that Syria
remains self-governed. He believes that Syria has the right to determine for itself the
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best things to do, even if it means that he has to fight against his own people in a civil
war using any means possible. This is where his ideology, which is autonomy, takes
its roots. Thus, although he does not explicitly talk about Syria’s autonomy in his
speech, his ideology can be revealed from the way he avoids using certain
expressions with certain meanings.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

This chapter is divided into two parts. They are conclusion and suggestions.
Conclusion covers the summary of this study’s findings. Suggestions cover suggested
researches for further studies which are related to the topic.

A. Conclusion
In Bashar al-Assad’s July 16th 2014 inauguration English speech transcript, it
is observed that Assad employs euphemism as a figure of speech. There are twenty
euphemistic expressions found throughout this speech transcript. Most of the
euphemisms are used when Assad is referring to his oppositions. The others are used
when he is describing Syrian people and what the country is experiencing in the light
of the seemingly unending civil war.
In the analysis, this study compares each euphemistic expression with
expressions which are similar to it in terms of the meaning. Therefore, lexical
semantics approach is applied to examine euphemistic expressions and the
expressions to which they are compared. In order to determine the expressions which
are similar to the euphemistic expressions, this study refers to the relational value of
words. With the aim of comparing the expressions, this study employs a
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componential analysis strategy. Componential analysis strategy enables this study to
examine the meanings embedded within each euphemistic expression by laying out
its semantic properties. Consequently, it can be inferred from the componential
analysis that some semantic properties which are actually important to assign
meanings to the expressions are missing. This can be concluded from the comparison
between the expressions Assad used in his speech to describe the situation they are
placed in and the reality that is faced by Syrians. Thus, this study found that by
employing euphemism Assad is able to conceal semantic properties or meanings
which he does not want to convey.
The use of euphemism enables Assad to replace the expressions which are
considered too unpleasant or blatant into something which are more subtle or vague.
Note, however, that the use of euphemism in this speech does not necessarily alter the
truth of the situation in Syria. Rather, euphemism allows Assad to disguise the truth
that he finds unpleasant.
Therefore, in order to see what the Syrian president avoids to convey, it is
crucial to assess the semantic properties which are absent from the speech. From the
speech, this study manages to find forty semantic properties which Assad does not
want to convey. The list below shows forty semantic properties which are missing
from Assad’s euphemistic expressions in his July 16th 2014 inauguration English
speech transcript.
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1. to hide information

21. combat

2. possible objection

22. offensive

3. violent

23. unwillingness

4. organized military force

24. subjection

5. threat to world peace

25. controlled by others

6. wrongful act

26. dishonesty

7. against others’ wishes

27. unfairness

8. unfair

28. force

9. negative intention

29. manipulated

10. to take advantage

30. powerless

11. to harm

31. easily influenced

12. war

32. without own judgment

13. destruction

33. powerful master

14. critical

34. below standard

15. suffering

35. poor

16. strong disapproval

36. to gain favor

17. serious problem

37. to refuse other values

18. to cheat

38. to disallow others’ choices

19. disliked

39. unskilled

20. possible damage

40. incapable
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The use of euphemism in this speech is not without purpose. Critical
discourse analysts argue that it is vital to criticize what is absent from a text because
one of the most effective ways to conceal ideologies is by excluding remarks or
expressions which might give away the ideologies behind a text. That being said, the
semantic properties which are absent from the speech are concealed by Bashar alAssad intentionally. It has to be concealed because they represent Assad’s ideologies.
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CDA suggests that in order to ensure that his ideologies are embedded to the Syrians,
Assad should not make them obvious to the public. Therefore, concealing semantic
properties in the speech proves to be an efficacious method to implant his ideologies
to the Syrians. Those ideologies are national strength and autonomy.
National strength is the first ideology revealed from Assad’s speech. It is
derived from the semantic properties which are absent from some euphemistic
expressions in the speech. Those semantic properties share a common characteristic.
They portray a critical situation. By omitting the semantic properties which
characterize a critical situation, Assad manages to put the emphasis on the fact that
his regime has been holding up since the start of the bloody civil war in 2011. Assad
believes that his nation is and will remain strong despite attacks and attempts to
dethrone him and his regime. Thus, national strength is an ideology Assad holds onto.
National strength is a belief that a country is strong, resilient and united when it
comes to both its hard and soft powers. This ideology, inevitably, shows in Assad’s
choice of euphemistic expressions which he uses in the speech of his inauguration on
July 16th 2014.
Autonomy is the second ideology revealed from Assad’s speech. This second
ideology is reflected from the semantic properties which are absent from the speech
transcript. In his speech, Assad avoids to use expressions which contain particular
semantic properties. The particular semantic properties avoided by Assad are those in
refer to weakness and dependency. By excluding the expressions which mean
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weakness and dependency, Assad is able to draw his follower’s attention to how
Syria has remained self-governed and independent instead of the threats coming from
his oppositions and other external parties to intervene and dictate their national
affairs. It means that Assad believes that Syria still upholds her autonomy, the rights
to govern herself without any intervention or influence from foreigners or
supranational organizations. Because autonomy has been deeply rooted in Assad’s
awareness, this ideology is reflected in his speech. Therefore, selecting particular
euphemistic expressions in his speech allows Assad to convey such obscure ideology
to Syrian people and his followers.

B. Suggestions
This last part of the chapter suggests researchers to develop this study further.
Researchers can also explore other approaches to this study. In addition, this study is
opened to criticism and reviews. There are two recommendations that this study
proposes for future researchers or critics. The first one suggests researchers to
elaborate the last stage of CDA, which is the sociocultural analysis. The second
suggestion encourages researchers to explore other linguistic devices apart from
euphemism in order to reveal more ideologies in the speech.
The first recommendation is to discuss the sociocultural practice of the
transcript. The analysis can cover the sociocultural practice that is adopted by Assad
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during the discourse production. Propaganda is an example of a sociocultural
practice. It is a manifestation of Assad’s ideologies which have been assessed in this
study. Because one his ideologies revealed in this transcript is national strength, it is
only plausible that this particular speech becomes his medium of propaganda.
Researchers can scrutiny the way Assad exercises his power by spreading out
propaganda among the Syrian people to actively participate in the war.
The second recommendation is to explore other linguistic devices used by
Assad in his speech to reveal more of his ideologies. Researchers can take different
approaches to the study. One of the examples of different approaches is systemic
functional grammar. The speech can be examined by studying the grammar based on
the types of process. Such study will be focused on how Assad arranges his
sentences. This approach is useful to expose Assad’s ideologies behind the speech.
Another example of a different approach to be taken is keyword density analysis.
Keyword density analysis is a quantitative based study. It focuses on the frequently
used words or connotations in the speech. Researches can focus their study on the
most frequent keyword used by Assad in order to reveal his ideologies.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1: Bashar al-Assad’s July 16th Inauguration English Speech
Transcript
1.

A few years ago, some called for freedom – your response was to remain free in
the age of subservience.

2.

They patronized you with their calls for democracy.

3.

They chanted: “The Syrian people are united”– your response was to face their
storm of sedition.

4.

You have brought down their masters – the orchestrators, including superpowers
and their satellite states, and decision makers and their obedient executors.

5.

The results of the elections also brought down all the opportunists who used the
crisis for personal gain at the expense of others.

6.

And here lies the hypocrisy of the West: they claim to defend the same people
that they prevented from expressing their views, when it became apparent to
them that these views contradict what they had been working so hard for three
years to achieve.

7.

Fellow citizens, you have proven throughout your history that you do not fear
challenges but rather embrace them, no matter who the challenger is.

8.

They will never find real answers because they depended on lackeys and agents.

9.

We derive strength from adversity.
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10. On the contrary, they rejoice in the weaknesses of any Arab society because they
want to see these societies remain backward and dependent on them.
11. If the West and its Arab flunkies have failed in executing their plans so far, this
does not mean that they have stopped their destruction of Syria as an alternative
goal.
12. This spectacle started to unravel during the invasion of Iraq.
13. It is actually in defense of many other nations that, sooner or later, will suffer
from the same terrorism, either as a result of the shortsightedness of their leaders.
14. We took the decision to proceed on two parallel tracks: striking terrorism
mercilessly on the one hand, and facilitating local reconciliations for those who
were misled and wanted to abandon their wrong path on the other.
15. We need to distinguish between the resistant Palestinian people and the
ungrateful Palestinians, between true resistance fighters – who we should support
– and the amateurs who mask themselves in the mantle of resistance.
16. Together, hand in hand, Syria will remain strong, proud, resilient and inviolable
to any foreigner.
17. The daily military operations and the martyrs from all over Syria, who have
fallen for the sake of Aleppo, are clear and tangible evidence that Aleppo will
remain in the heart of every Syrian.

